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帰国後1か月以内に工学系国際連携室宛（ko.intl@jim.titech.ac.jp）にMS Wordファイルにて提
出ください。
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Internship Report

My host university for a 3-month internship was the University College
Dublin (UCD) Founded in 1854, it is one of the most famous university in Ireland
which occupy a spacious area and numerous number of academic departments. There
are two campuses located in Belfield and Smithfield. The campus which hosted
my internship was in the department of Electrical, Electronic and Communications
Engineering which is 20 minutes from Dublin city center by bus. There are more
than 32,000 student in which 16,000 are undergraduates and 8000 are
post-graduates students.
My mentor was Professor Robert Bogdan Staszewski which is a famous
inventor of an all-digital phase locked loop that was first developed in Texus
Instrument, USA. Later, he became a professor at TU Delft in Netherlands and
recently moved to UCD in Ireland. The outline of my research engaged during the
internship period is as followed. The design of an all-digital phase locked loop
requires a high resolution digital phase detection for low in-band phase noise
which is required for high-precision clock. The conventional digital phase
detector using a time-to-digital converter based on an inverter chain requires
high power consumption for high resolution and large dynamic range. The study
during this internship period will try to investigate a solution to achieve a
high resolution in digital phase detection of an all-digital phase locked-loop
while consuming low power consumption. As a result, it is capable of achieving
sub inverter delay level while consuming reasonable power consumption. In a later
stage, it is found that the implementation of the digital block after the TDC
cannot be modified. Therefore, the implementation on the TDC side has to be
updated. In order to deliver the same 12-bit thermometer codes to the digital
top block, a delta-sigma modulator is implemented in order to dither 6-bit
information into 1-bit information that adds to the output of the first-stage
TDC. Therefore, the updated TDC can deliver 12-bit thermometer codes to the
digital loop filter and control the DCO.
The research life style in Ireland is similar to Japan, where each student
is assigned to a particular lab with his/her own interested mentor. The meeting
and progress report styles are differed by the preference of their mentor. Apart
from the research activity in the lab, I have a chance to join seminar organized
by cadence the integrated circuit design tools. I have attended a lecture related
to the future internet of the things (IoTs) and field trip to a leading
semiconductor company, i.e., Intel. These activities gives me opportunities to
widen my knowledge in the field of electronic circuit designs and a chance to

meet professors and engineers in the same field. Moreover, in terms of leisure,
Ireland offers a number of attractions and nature to be explored. It also offers
a rich culture in food and music that can be found in the city centre.
Going for an internship under a period of three month in Ireland for a
foreign nationalities that would require a visa, it is required to have an
evidence of address from the host family or contract of apartment. Therefore,
it is advice to cooperate this closely with a coordinator from the school that
is responsible for. In my particular case, I have been assisted by the school
office to find a host family. The price of accommodation should also be discussed
closely with an owner to meet and satisfy the requirements of both parties.
Sometimes the accommodation fee does not include utilities and internet fee.
Therefore, this matter should be discussed before completing a deal with the
owner.
During the internship in Ireland, I have not only receive and broaden
my knowledge in the field of research. I have also explored the nature, culture
and food from the other part of the world. Moreover, this chance may give a
possibility for you for a future career. I would recommend anyone who is
interested to join this program and try to make a full use of it. Please choose
the school and country of interest that suits your study that future career.
I also strongly believe that you will additionally gain experience and enjoy
new culture and people.

Fig.1 Castle during trip to Intel.

